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Image compression: Huffman Shift Coding'

1. (6 points) The probability of occurrence of eight symbois used in encoding an image is giYen in

the table below. Develop the best possible Huffman Shift Code with two blociis and exactll'

5 symbols including one Shift symbol. Explain what criteria 1'ou have used in ordering

the original s1-mbols and dividing rhem into the two blocks so that average code length is

optimized.

2. (1 point) \\;rite tire Hufi'man Shift code for the message: s4 s5 s2'

3. (2 points) Compute the average message length for the given data and compare it t,o the

entropy of the s1'mbols.

4. (1 point) \\irite one main adrantage and one main disadvantage of using Huffman Shift Code

in^stead of simple Huffman Code.

Synbo l :  s0  s1  s2  s3  s4  s5  s6  s7

P r o b a b i l i t y : 0 . 1 0 0 . 2 5 0 . 0 1 0 ' 1 5 0 ' 0 5 0 ' 2 0 0 ' 0 9 0 ' 1 5
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Binirrl images.

A Binary image b[m][n] of size ]r{xN coniains images of multiple objects on a background' At

object pixels, U1-1i"1:f, and at background pixels, b[m][n]:0. For any object, all pixels that be-

long to the ,uor" ot5".t form a connected component according to the 4-connectedness definition

for neighboring pixels. Assume that none of the object pixeis touch the border of the image.

1. (7 points) \\rrite a Don-recursive connected component labelng algorithm. \bur algorithm

should assign the same labei to all plxels of the same object, but different labels to pixels of

difierent objects. Assume ihat the labels are 2,3.4,....n. Briefly indicate hou' equivalent pairs

of labels assigned to pixels of the same object at the begining are processed to assign a single

iabel later.

2. (3 points) Assuming that the connecied components are labelled as above in b[m][n]' u'rite

an algorithm ro fi.nd the perimeter (defined as the total number of border pixels) of a given

connected comPonent.
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